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ON WHY TRACES CANNOT BE PHONETICALLY REALIZED 
a. John said that he was looking for a cat. and Bill did too. 
b. John likes poetry, but not Bill. 
a. • John said that he was looking for a cat, and BtU did 
(F. say that he was looking for a cat I too 
b .  •John like.� poetry. but not Bill [., likes poetry I 
2 1 3  
The derivational approach to (3) also requires unprecedented economy 
computations. Noting that the bracketed constituent in (3a) has a distinctive low-flat 
intonation, Chomsky and Lasnik ( 1993:564) propose that "the deletion rule ( ... ) could say 
stmply that material with this intonational property may optionally delete". Within the 
Minimalist framework, optionality must be due to the same derivational cost being ascribed 
to different options. However, deletion and lack of deletton clearly do not have the same 
derivational cost. Hence, Chomsky and Lasnik's proposal amounts to saying that at a 
certain point in the derivation, deletion is as costly as low-flat intonation. These options do 
not form a natural class, however. In the absence of independent evidence, it does not seem 
plausible to take deletion and low-flat intonation to be equally costly, if comparable at all. 
Even disregarding these problems for a derivational relation between the sentences 
of (3), It is still likely that deletion of traces is unrelated to ellipsis. First, traces are 
obligatonly deleted, as opposed to other potential "ellipsis material", wh1ch may be 
optionally deleted; a low-flat intonation of a trace does not make the pronunciation of the 
trace acceptable, as seen in (6b), with low-flat intonation on the trace of the subject. Notice 
that (6a) is a well-formed structure; it is the structure that yields the sentence in (6c) after 
the trace of the subject is deleted. Thus, without an independent explanation for the ill­
formedness of (6h) with low-flat intonation on the trace, Chomsky's ( 1993) proposal 
actually amounts to saying that deletion of traces and eUipsis are different phenomena. 
(6) a. [ that John said he was looking for a cat ) lS believed 
[ that John said he was looking for a cat ) by everyone 
b .  •That John said he was looking for a cat tS believed 
that John said he was looking for a cat by everyone. 
c .  That John said he was looking for a cat is believed by everyone. 
There is another reason not to take deletion of traces to be a subcase of ellipsis. 
Deletion of traces operates under strict identity, whereas this does not seem to be the case 
with ellipsts. Consider the mitial numeration underlying (3a), represented m (7), and the 
initial numeratiOn of (6a), represented in (8) (functional categories without phonological 
features are not represented). 
(7) { John 1, said • ·  that2, he2 , was2, looking2. for2. a2. cat2. and • ·  so • ·  did t .  Bill t .  
sayd 
(8) { th at 1 ,  John 1 ,  said 1 ,  he1 ,  was 1 ,  looking 1 ,  for . ,  a 1 ,  cat1, is 1 •  believed 1 ,  by1 , 
everyone t } 
Whereas the repeated lexical 1tems of (6a) are obtamed by the copying operation and 
are nondistinct in the initial numeration, as shown in (8}, the doubled lexical items of (3a) 
are distinct in the initial numeration, as shown in (7) (see section 3 for further discussion) 
Deletion of traces thus operates with elements that are not distinguished tn the initial 
numeration, while the alleged deletion m the elltpsts structures such as (3) operates with 
elements that are morphologically identical, but distinctively spectfied in the numeration 
(e.g., John) or even lexical items which are not identical at all (e.g., say is allegedly deleted 
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at the A-P interface.4 Questions arise. however, about whether this notion i s  relevant for 
computations in the phonological component. If it can he shown that the phonological 
component operates with chains, we will have ev1dence that th1s component is sensitive to 
the (non)distinctiveness of terms. With this m mind. consider the structure m ( 10), wh1ch 
is built from a numerat1on with two instances of John, a.\ ind1catcd by the indices. 
( 10) [n dohn1 T [vP John. !v· said (cp that ITP JohnJ was lvP kissed JohnJ ] ] ] ] ] ]  
Let us assume for the sake of discussion that PF should in some way reflect the 
number of occurrences of each lexical item specified in the initial numeration of a given 
derivation. If deletion were sensitive only to the identity of the relevant sets of features, 
( 10) could in principle surface as any of the sequences in ( I I ), contrary to fact. 
( 1 1 ) a. John said that John was kissed. 
b. •John John said that was kissed. 
c .  • John srud that was kissed John. 
d .  •Said that John was kissed John. 
The only possible PF output for the structure in ( 10) is the one in which the trace 
of each chain is deleted (cf. ( l la)). showing that the phonological component applies the 
deletion operation (for reasons yet to be determined) to members of a chain and not simply 
to terms with identical sets of features. This in tum suggests that the phonological 
component takes (non)distinctiveness of terms into account when performing deletion. 
Assuming this to be the case. let us consider the asymmetric c-command relations in ( 12), 
in  order to determine how this structure should be linearized according to Kayne's 
( 1994:33) LCA. given in ( 13).5 
( 1 2) (TP John. [T was+ T (vp kissed John. 1 1 ] 
( 1 3) Lintar Corrtspondtnct Axiom (LCA): 
Let X, Y be nontermmals and x, y terminals such that X dominates x and Y 
dommates y. Then if X asymmetrically c-commands Y. x precedes y. 
The initial numeration corresponding to ( 1 2) contains a single instance of John: 
hence the two copies m ( 12) are nondistincL Consider the relation between these cop1es and 
the copula was, for instance. Since the upper copy of John asymmetrically c-commands 
was, we should obtain the order <John, was>, according to the LCA; likewise, since the 
copula asymmetncally c-commands the lower copy of John, the order < was, John> should 
be derived. Combining these two results, we should obtaJn the partial sequence a = <John. 
was, John> Were the two instances of John disunct, a would be a well-formed linear 
order, with the copula following an occurrence of John and precedmg a different 
occurrence of John. However, since the two mstances of John in ( 12) are nondistinct, was 
should precede and be preceded by the same element, John a 1s therefore not a linear order 
because it Jacks asymmetry (if a precedes �. then it must be the case that � does not 
4 The motivation for treating elements related by the Copy operation as nondistinct rather than 
idenucal has to do with feature checking, as w1ll be d1scussed in section 4 below 
s I put as1de the question of how two heads in a mutual c-comrnand relation such as ktsstd and 
John in (12) can be hneanzed in compliance with the LCA (see Kayne 1994 10, Chomsky 199S;chap. 4), 
wh1ch IS orthogonal to issue under d1scussion. Also orthogonal for the current purposes IS how (13)  should 
be revised m order to be compatible with bare X'-Theory (see Uriagereka (forthcoming), for relevant 
discussion). 5
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phonologtcal component and no PF ohject will he fonned. 
( 16) ITP I DP the INP tall man I ) ,  appear:- In> hw the I Nt' tall man I ) ,  to have hecn kissed 
loP the INP tall man I ), I I 
I have pmposcd tn section 3. 1 that deletion may allow a �tructure C(mtatntng 
nonlrivial chains to he linean1cd hy eliminating "repeated" matenaJ whtch induce11 lack of 
asymmetry and irrcflexivity in the intended linear order. Nothing that has been said so far, 
however, prevents deleuon from applying within the dtffercnt links of a chain, m what may 
be called "scattered deletion", deriving a structure such as ( 1 7a) from ( 1 6), for instance. 
Although the coindexed DPs in ( 16) arc nondistinct, the tenns which survive deletion in 
( 17a) arc distmct. ( 17a) should then be lineari1ed in accordance with the LCA. ytelding the 
sentence in ( 1 7h ). which is however unacceptahle. 
( 1 7) a. ITP lop the ], appears [n> lop tall ) , to have hcen kissed lop man ) ,  I I 
h. •The appears tall to have hcen kissed man. 
I propose that although the derivation of ( 17b) from the structure m ( 16) converges 
at PF, it is not the most economical derivation starting from ( 16). To put it more generally, 
scattered deletion is not an optimal derivation. Take ( 1 7a), for example, under the 
assumption that deletion for purposes of linearization only targets constituents (or tcnns in 
the seme of Chomsky ( 1 995:chap. 4)). Assuming that the structure of the tall man tS 
roughly as in ( 1 6), the derivation of ( 1 7a) from ( 1 6) requires that the deletion operation 
apply (at least) five times. targeting the following constituents: the NP of the chain link m 
the malrix subject position, the constituents the and man of the link in the intennediatc 
subject position, and the constituents the and tall of the link tn the obJect position. Three 
other derivations starting from ( 1 6) which employ "full deletion" of cham links are more 
economical. If deletion targets the whole DP of two of the links of the DP-cham in ( 16), the 
structures in ( 1 8) will be derived. 
( 1 8) a. 111' (op the INP tall man ] ),  appears [n> to have been kissed ] ) 
h. [ TP appears [ n> [op the [NP tall man ] ], to have been kissed ) ] 
c. In> appears [n> to have been kissed loP the [NP tall man I ), ]  I 
Each structure of ( 1 8) can be hnearized in accordance with the LCA, yieldmg the 
sentences in ( 19a)-( 19c), respectively. Given that the derivation of any of the sentences tn 
( 19) employs only two applications of deletion, it blocks the derivation of ( l 7b), whtch 
requires (at least) five applications of this operation. 
( 19) a. The tall man appears to have been kissed. 
b. • Appears the tall man to have been kissed. 
c .  • Appears to have been kissed the tall man. 
Under the assumpuon that deletion targets one tenn per appltcation, economy 
considerations concemtng the number of applications of the deletion operauon block 
scattered deletion within chains tn favor of full deletion of cham hnks I refer to the 
operation of the phonological component which converts ( 16), for instance, mto structures 
such as ( 1 7a) or ( 1 8) as Chain Reduction: 
(20) Cham Reduction: 
Delete the minimal number of tcnns of a nonlrivial cham CH whtch suffices for CH 
to be mapped into a linear order in accordance with the LCA 
7
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Nouce that if Chain Reducuon had deleted each of the three links of the DP-chain in ( 16), 
formmg the object in (2 1a), the problem of lack of asymmetry and arreflexivity would be 
circumvented and ( 2 1  a) could be linearized in accordance with the LCA, 
eventuallyyielding the sentence in (2 1  b). The derivation of ( 2 1  a) from ( 1 6), where the 
deleted matenal is nonrecoverable, is not optimal, however. Chain Reduction in this 
derivation employs (at least) three applications of deletion, when only two applications 
would suffice for the DP-chain to be mapped into a linear order, as shown in ( 18). 
Therefore, recoverability of deletion of terms in the analysis explored here follows 
traightforwardly from economy considerations, and nothing additional need be stated in 
the theory to ensure that it obtains. 7 
(2 1 )  a .  ITP appears ITP to have been kissed I I 
b. •Appears to have been kissed. 
4 . Deletion of Traces vs. Deletion of Heads of Chains 
Chomsky ( 1995:chap. 4) has proposed that movement operations are triggered by 
the need to eliminate (·interpretable) features. Thus, checking operauons render 
(-interpretable) features tnvisible at LF. eventually allowing the derivauon to meet Full 
lnterpretatton and converge at this level; [+interpretable) features, on the other hand, arc 
taken to be unaffected by checking operations, thereby being available for the interpretation 
they receave at the C-1 mterface.s 
Let us now consider the role of formal features in the mappmg from N to PF. It is 
very plausible that formal features arc relevant for computations tn the morphologtcal 
�ubcomponcnt of the phonological component (see Chomsky 1995:chap. 4). For instance, 
Morphology must ensure that phonological and Case-features arc correctly paired; the 
phonologtcal features of the pronoun he, for example, must be associated wtth nominauve, 
and not with accusauve Case. However, it is clear that formal features arc not PF objects. 
Therefore, somewhere in the mapping from Spell-Out to PF, formal features must be 
chminated: otherwise, Full Interpretation will not be met at PF. 
Leavmg the dtscussion of [+interpretable) features astdc for the moment, let us 
locus on how the computauonal system eliminates (-interpretable) features m the course of 
the mapping from Spell-Out to PF. As mentioned above, a checking operauon is taken to 
make a (-antcrprctable) feature invisible at LF. A natural extensiOn of this assumpuon is to 
take checkmg operations to render [-anterpretable) features mvtsible at PF as well, given 
that no formal feature is mterpretcd at the A·P interface.9 
This extenston of checking theory is however insufficient to ensure that legitimate 
PF ObJects are formed, because not all formal features are made invisible in the mappmg 
from the numeration to PF by checkmg operations m the oven syntax. The structure tn 
7 Actually, ll ts not necessary to spec1fy that 0\am Reducuon deletes the �maHer number of terms 
of a nontnVIal chain CH (each application of deletion targeting a smgle term) Once It 15 postulated that 
Cha.Jn Reduction allows CH to be mapped mto a hnear order by hav1ng r.ome of 1ts terms deleted, economy 
constderatlon� concernmg the number of apphcauons of the subopcrauon of delctton may Independently 
detcrmmc the number of terms to be deleted For purposes of eltpOsltlon, I w1ll however use the 
formulauon of Cha.Jn Rcducuon gJVcn m (20). 
R Chom ky's ( 1 99.5 chap 4) dtsunctlon bct�ccn dcleuon and cra.\WC 1 trrclevant for the present 
purpose For conceptual and cmpmcal arguments agam\1 thts dtstmcuon. sec Nunes ( 1 995) 
9 nus Clltcnston doe not prevent checked 1-lnterprctablc) features from bcmg acuve In the 
phonologtcal component They arc tnVI tblc at both mtcrfacc level , but arc acccsstble to the computational 
system Csec Chomsky ( 199.5 chap 4) and Nunes ( 1 99.5). for dtscu ion) 8
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target. If ( +interpretullle I features remained unaffected by checking operations, as proposed 
by Chomsky ( 1 995:chap. 4), the chain link� of (2!la) and (2!lll) would he identical with 
respect to the only checking relation that takes place overtly and would provide no way to 
account for why Chain Reduction deletes the lower copies. 
I proposed above that if a (-interpretable) feature is checked, it is made invi!>iblc at 
both interface levels. Given that no formal feature is assigned an interpretation by the A-P 
system, this view of checking relations can he generalited by assuming that a checkmg 
operation renders a given feature F invisihle at the level at which it would induce a Full 
Interpretation violation. In other words, a checking operation may render F invisihle at PF, 
regardless of the interpretability of F at the C-1 interface. A checked [-interpretable I feature 
wtll then he invisible at both PF and LF, whereas a checked [+interpretable) feature will be 
invisible at PF. hut visible at LF. 
Under this revised extension of checking theory, the appropriate representation of 
the sentences in (27) in the phonological component is as in (29), where the subscript 
convention for features is now generalized to mean 'invisible at the relevant interface': 
(29) a .  [TP I expected [TP John1·o to lvP John1-D [v· call me I I I I 
b. (cp what1·WH did+Q [TPyou buy what.-WH I 1 
When �plied to the chains of (29), Chain Reduction can in principle delete either 
link of the chuns CH 1 = (Jobn,-o. Jobn1-D) and CH2 = (whati-WH· whalj-WH). If it 
deleta the upper link of either chain, FF-Elimination wiU be required to delete the 
unchecked D-feature and wh-feature, respectively; if Chain Reduction deletes the lower 
links, no application of FF-Eliminalion is required because the D-feature and the wh-feature 
of the upper links are checked and therefore mvisible at PF. Again, the optimal derivation is 
lhe one in which Chain Reduction deleta every chain link except the head of the chain.• • 
5 . [ ·laterprelable] Features of Trace� and Pull Interpretation at LF 
In pre-Minimalism venions of the Principles and Panmeters Theory, A-chains 
were subject to the Chain Condition (see and Chomsky and Lasnik ( 1993:523-524)), 
acc:ordinl to which every IIJWilenl chain must be headed by a Case-marked position and 
must la'lllinale in a 8-position. If every movement operation forms a new chain, a problem 
for the Chain Condition is raised by consii'Uetions successive NP such as 
the one illustrated in . The 
11
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Uruformity Comhtion, this derivation does not satisfy Full Interpretallon and crashes at LF, 
because both copaes m (37b) have an unchecked Case-feature. 
(37) a. 
b. 
• Ball to be kissed is surprising. 
I I Bill to I be kissed Ball ] ) IS surprising ] 
If Chain Uniformi;-.ation had deleted the unchecked Case-features of CH, the 
Feature Uniformity Cond1tion would also be satisfied, but the derivation in (37b) would be 
incorrectly allowed to converge, because Full Interpretation would be met. Again, th1s 
incorrect re:.ult does not arise, because Chain Uniformization does not apply to chains 
which arc already umform with respect to feature compos1t10n. The important thing to keep 
in mmd is that, as stated in (36), deletion of < I  -mtcrpretablc)) features 1s triggered by the 
Feature Uniformity Condition, not by Full Interpretation at LF. This is a natural 
assumption to make: if Full Interpretation at LF could trigger deletion of 1-mterpretable) 
features. no movement operation would ever be necessary. 
The approach outlined above has several advantages over the one proposed by 
Choml!ky ( 1995:chap. 4). First, it anemptl> to follow Minimalist guidelines as closely as 
possible by dem·ing the elimination of (-interpretable) features of traces from Full 
Interpretation and some plausible conJectures about the feature composation of chains. 
Hence, no stipulation requiring the elimination of I +interpretable) features of intermedaatc 
traces is resorted to. 11us an tum has the welcome result of being consistent with the role 
that intermediate traces seem to play in the computation of hmdmg and scope (see Barss 
( 1 986), Aoun and Li ( 1993), and Hornstein ( 1 995), among others). Second, at does not 
rely on the Cham Condation, which is restricted to A-chains and is largely redundant with 
Last Resort. 
One yuestion remain� to be addressed. I have been tacitly assuming that Chain 
Un1fonm.ratwn applies in the covert component. However, g1ven that the umformlly 
condition on the mapping from N to LF makes the same set of operations ava1lable in overt 
syntax and in the covert component (sec Chomsky 1 995:chap. 4), one wonders whether 
Chain Umform1;-auon could apply to the chain of (38) before Spell-Out. If that were 
possible, 11 v.ould enable the DP-chain to sati�fy Full lntcrprelllllon at both LF and PF 
Without any other operation climanating the unchecked Case-features, and there would he 
no bas1s for the trace to be deleted in the phonological component tnstcad of the head of the 
chain. 
(38) ( John-cASE I was I k1ssed John-CASE ] ] ) 
I propose that although available throughout the mappmg from N to LF. Cham 
Uniformt7.ation IS prevented from applyang overtly by economy considerations According 
to Chomsky ( 1995:chap. 4), operations of the computational system wh1ch are necessary 
for a derivauon to be generated arc costless, whereas operations whtch are related to 
convergence condJUons arc costly. Assummg th1s to be correct. consider a derivational srep 
after all the trong features have heen checked. The computational system may apply Cham 
Unaformi1.auon to the chains formed overtly or apply Spell-Out Since Spell-Out as requtrcd 
for a denvation to he generated, Il lS costle.!is, therefore be1ng more cconom1cal than Cham 
Umform ai'AtliOn, wh1ch IS an npcrattOn related to a convergence cond1Uon (the Feature 
Umformuy Conc.J1uon) Thus, smce the structure m (38) IS spelled out w1thout the DP cham 
bctng umformJ7.cd, economy consideration concerning the number of applications of FF­
Elimanauon mandate that the lower copy be deleted for purpo cs of lineari7.auon (see 
ccuon 4). 
14
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6 .  Conclusion 
I have argued that traces and heads of chains do not have distinct intnnsic properties 
as far as phonetic realization is concerned. Rather, the differences between tr.tces and heads 
of chains were shown to anse in the course of the derivation due to the fact that checlmg 
operations work very locally: a given head H can only enter into a checking relation with a 
cham link which is in tts checking domain. 
The reason why traces are not phonetically reali1ed follows from the interaction of 
the fact that every chain link is computed for purposes of lineariJ_ation with economy 
considerations concerning the number of applications of deletion to eliminate unchecked 
formal features in the phonological component (the FF-Eiimination operauon). A syntactic 
object containing a nontrivial chain CH cannot be lineari1ed in accordance with the LCA; 
since the links of CH are nondistinct, they induce violations of the asymmetry and 
im:flexivity conditions on linear order, canceling the derivation. because no PF object can 
be fonned. In order to prevent this state of affairs. the phonological component resons to 
the operation Chain Reduction, which deletes all but one link of a nontrivial chain. Since a 
given head only checks the relevant features of the chain link that is in its checking domain. 
the head of a chain CH will always have fewer unchecked fonnal features (if any) to be 
deleted by FF-Elimination than the lower links of CH. 
Thus, a derivation in which Chain Reduction deletes all the links except the head of 
the chain is always more economical lhan a derivation in which Chain Reduction deletes all 
of the links of the chain except one tnce. Since FF-Elimination must delete the unchecked 
fonnal features (if any) of the link that survives in order for Full Interpretation to be 
satisfied at PF, the derivation in which the head of the chain is the link that survives Chain 
Reduction requires fewer additional applications (if any) of deletion by FF-Elimination than 
the derivation in which a triCe surviYCS. 
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